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The term ‘Coin’ (case insensitive & singular or plural) refer to $BEEPower coin, the crypto
digital token on Ethereum Block Chain.
$BEEPower Coin Contract Link: https://etherscan.io/address/0x26d13bc704eeac5302ee27751d7873562d215a91

MAS© refers to Macroansy®. Website refers to https://macroansy.org
This is a formal declaration. The firm Macroansy®’s startup project is hereby segregated
from the funding through $BEEPower Coin.
This Declaration overrides any other document of this Project. Any references to public
funding to the project through $BEEPower coin shall be considered as replaced as per the
essence and spirit of this declaration.
The completed and commissioned Coin Use Case Projects through entities MAS Coin Rex©,
MAS SIGN©, MAS PRIVATE BANK© would be considered as independent projects, which are
online for service right now. The combined Revenues of MAS Coin REX© & MAS SIGN© are
obtained through the one time Coin Sale and a % of peer to peer Coin Sale Trade value. At
this moment no Revenue is planned from MAS PRIVATE BANK©. The Revenues of the Coin
Use Case Projects in itself could equal or exceed the Revenue of the Startup Project ‘ECommerce of Global Consulting’, hence the $BEEPower coin’s Sale and Price strategy
remains the same.
It is further planned that the Startup project ‘E-Commerce of Global Consulting’ would be
commissioned with the firm’s own profits after gaining through the above Coin ‘Use Case’
projects. However, in future, after the Startup Project’s commissioning, the Startup Project’s
‘E-Commerce of Global Consulting’ asset value would be formally backed to the $BEEPower
coin with additional increase in coin price as per the asset value backed.
It is hereby declared that the startup project ‘E-Commerce of Global Consulting’ is not
included in the speculation bet for funding the same, and MAS© will not be involved in
collecting public funding for a future project, also it is hereby declared that MAS© is
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providing ONLY ‘Crypto Coin Use Case’ PRIVATE services through completed, commissioned
blockchain projects through entities MAS Coin Rex©, MAS SIGN©, MAS PRIVATE BANK©.
Any public can buy the coins for using its ‘Use Case’ services for their own PRIVATE USE
ONLY. The coins are sold using a unique speculation strategy to give benefit to early buyers.
However the coin buyers may not buy and use the coin if their country has outright ban of
using crypto currency coins. Institutions may kindly check with their legal counsel.
The Distributed Application (DApp) ‘MAS Exchange©’ under the entity MAS COIN REX©,
provides a simple mechanism for private ‘Sell-Buy’ of coins using a simple strategy as
described on the website. This is exclusively for the $BEEPower Coin and provided as a
convenience and ‘value gain’ for the public for their urgent cash back needs to ETH. This
process in not like a Crypto Coin Exchange Trade.
The DApp ‘MAS Trade©’, under the entity MAS PRIVATE BANK©, provides a simple private
banking processes with the $BEEPower coin as its digital currency, including an e-commerce
auto payment process.
Macroansy® reserves the right to any other issues which cannot be perceived and explicitly
mentioned herein including legal jurisdiction. Macroansy® declares that it has clearly
specified its objective and purpose regarding this declaration.
Apart from this declaration the Coin owners automatically comply with Macroansy®'s
general Privacy Policy, Use Policy, Business Policy as published on their website, even if it
does not specifically address this declaration, and it is deemed that those policies are
general in nature and its essence and spirit is applicable to any international formal business
process through which Macroansy® deals with its clients and customers.
________________________________________________________________________

Formal Signing Procedure:
This formal online signing procedure is as per $BEEPower Coin’s peer to peer ‘Sell-Buy’
procedure as described on MAS’s website.
As per the above formal sign procedure, both the parties, the Seller(MAS) and the
Buyer(MAS), do hereby solemnly confirm that the following ERC20 wallet crypto currency
accounts shall be considered as our true International Identification(ID) representing our
Business Entities and the TxHash shall be considered as the instrument of formal acceptance
of this agreement by our Business Entities. We hereby agree that this procedure shall be
valid legally in any court of law.
________________________________________________________________________

SELLER crypto coin sign:
Seller’s Business Entity Name: Macroansy®.
Seller’s Authorized Personnel Name: Mr. King Krish.
Seller (MAS): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account:
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Sell TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this declaration:

________________________________________________________________________

BUYER crypto coin sign:
Buyer’s Business Entity Name: Macroansy®.
Buyer’s Authorized Personnel Name: Mr. King Krish.
Buyer(MAS): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account:
Buy TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this declaration:
______________________________________________________________________
Though this declaration is not crypto signed now, this declaration is deemed formal from this
first issue date of 12 July 2019, public declaration.

END
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